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If you have slides that have notes in them, you are likely to be interested in protecting your original presentation because the notes will be protected as well. PPTools Protect is a useful and easy-to-use Powerpoint add-in that enables you to protect your presentations from being
edited or modified. By using PPTools Protect you are able to generate a copy of your original PPT presentation and convert each slide to a bitmap image. Thus, you have the possibility to prevent unauthorized use of your presentations. Moreover, you can transfer slide titles, make
the selected titles invisible to others, choose the target resolution and Powerpoint version that will play back your presentation and transfer the notes to the new protected presentation. If you have slides that have notes in them, you are likely to be interested in protecting your
original presentation because the notes will be protected as well. PPTools Protect is a useful and easy-to-use Powerpoint add-in that enables you to protect your presentations from being edited or modified. By using PPTools Protect you are able to generate a copy of your original
PPT presentation and convert each slide to a bitmap image. Thus, you have the possibility to prevent unauthorized use of your presentations. Moreover, you can transfer slide titles, make the selected titles invisible to others, choose the target resolution and Powerpoint version
that will play back your presentation and transfer the notes to the new protected presentation. If you have slides that have notes in them, you are likely to be interested in protecting your original presentation because the notes will be protected as well. PPTools Protect is a useful
and easy-to-use Powerpoint add-in that enables you to protect your presentations from being edited or modified. By using PPTools Protect you are able to generate a copy of your original PPT presentation and convert each slide to a bitmap image. Thus, you have the possibility to
prevent unauthorized use of your presentations. Moreover, you can transfer slide titles, make the selected titles invisible to others, choose the target resolution and Powerpoint version that will play back your presentation and transfer the notes to the new protected presentation. If
you have slides that have notes in them, you are likely to be interested in protecting your original presentation because the notes will be protected as well. PPTools Protect is a useful and easy-to-use Powerpoint add-in that enables you to protect your presentations from being
edited or modified. By using PPTools
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- Generates a bitmap of each slide in your presentation - Convert each slide to a PNG image - Generate a new version of your presentation - Protect your slides, titles and notes - Transfer slide titles, select titles and notes and change the current visible slide title - Generate slide
titles in invisible mode - Generate slides in a new resolution (full or downscaled) - Rotate the page orientation and the Image Orientation - Flip the slide orientation (horizontal or vertical) - Generate images with a transparent background - Change the transparency level of each
slide - Generate the current slide in a new PowerPoint version - Print slide and notes in a new presentation - Change colors and styles - Generate images with the gradient fill - Crop slides to avoid the red edge - Reset the number of slides or the selected slides - Copy selected
slide/slides to a new presentation - Protect slide from deletion - Move the slide - Copy the selected slide/s - Copy slide with comments - Copy the selected slide/s with notes - Generate only selected slides - Generate all slides - Generate a copy of the whole presentation - Generate a
copy of the presentation with notes - Generate a copy of the presentation without the notes - Generate the current slide in a new PowerPoint version - Generate the current slide in a new PowerPoint version with notes - Protect a single slide - Protect the current slide - Generate
slides in a new PowerPoint version - Export slides to PDF - Protect a part of a presentation - Generate a copy of the whole presentation with a custom date - Generate slides in a new PowerPoint version with comments - Generate slides in a new PowerPoint version with a custom
date - Generate slides in a new PowerPoint version with a custom date and comments - Generate a full screen slide (just the background image) - Generate slides in a new PowerPoint version with a custom date - Generate slides in a new PowerPoint version with a custom date and
comments - Generate slides in a new PowerPoint version with a custom date and comment title - Generate the current slide in a new PowerPoint version with notes - Generate slides in a new PowerPoint version with comments - Generate slides in a new PowerPoint version with a
custom date and comments - Generate slides in a new PowerPoint version with a custom date and comment aa67ecbc25
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- Protect against unauthorized sharing, editing or modification of your PPTs. - Protect against plagiarism by making a copy of the original and convert each slide to a bitmap image that can be used as a watermark. This way you can create a "clean" presentation and protect it from
unauthorized uses, even when the original presentation is lost. - Protect your ideas from plagiarism by transferring all slide titles, background images and notes to the new protected presentation. This way, you can protect your ideas from getting stolen. - Protect your ideas from
unauthorized sharing, editing or modification of your PPTs. - Provides you with an easy way to protect your PPTs from any kind of undesired usage. - Generate a copy of your original PPT presentation and convert each slide to a bitmap image. This will let you protect it in a way that
you can never forget it again. - Protect your presentations from unauthorized sharing, editing or modification. You can protect your presentations from unauthorized sharing by making a copy of your original presentation and keeping it safe. You can protect your presentations from
unauthorized editing by making a copy of your original presentation and protect it in a way that you can never forget it again. You can protect your presentations from unauthorized modification by making a copy of your original presentation and protect it in a way that you can
never forget it again. - Simple to use - Protects your PowerPoint presentations so that they cannot be modified. - Protects your PowerPoint presentations so that they cannot be shared or used. - Organizes your presentations in a way that makes them safe to protect from
unauthorized uses, even when they are deleted. - Allows you to convert your slides to a bitmap image, protecting them from modification. - Organizes your presentations in a way that makes them safe to protect from unauthorized uses, even when they are deleted. - Protects your
PowerPoint presentations so that they cannot be modified. - Protects your PowerPoint presentations so that they cannot be shared or used. - Organizes your presentations in a way that makes them safe to protect from unauthorized uses, even when they are deleted. - Easily
protect your PowerPoint presentations. - Protects your PowerPoint presentations so that they cannot be modified. - Protects your PowerPoint presentations so that they cannot be shared or used. - Organizes your presentations in a way that makes them safe to protect from
unauthorized uses, even when they are deleted. - Protects your PowerPoint presentations so that
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If you like it: Add to wishlist PPTools Protected Successfully Converted to PPT Slide May 18, 2017 Carousel Slideshow Builder 1.0.2.6 Must Have For Building Your Next Show - Simply Click The 'Select Button' To Start Your SlideShow From A Blank Slide - Drag Your Slideshows
Together & Build A Sequence - Showcase To Colleagues Or Share With The World! Carousel Slideshow Builder Description: Whether you are creating a powerpoint slideshow or building an online slideshow, you'll be glad to know there is a really easy way to do it! With the Carousel
Slideshow Builder, you can create a new slide show and have it ready in less than five minutes! This PowerPoint add-in allows you to create eye-popping slide shows easily and quickly without having to write a single line of code. All you have to do is drag and drop your photos,
videos, animations, shapes and text to create professional-looking slideshows that are ready in minutes! With the Carousel Slideshow Builder, you can make new slide shows with ease and be able to show your work to others as you want. Whether you want to give presentations at
home, to your friends or to your family, you can use Carousel Slideshow Builder to create slideshows that are really easy to use and can be shared with everyone! Why Carousel Slideshow Builder should be on your wishlist: - Drag and drop your photos, videos, animations, shapes
and text to create new slide shows. - Showcase your slideshow to people or show it online to the world. - No matter you are building a PowerPoint slideshow or creating a html slideshow, this PowerPoint add-in is your unique solution to create online slide shows with ease. - You can
share your slide shows with anyone you want - whether it is with your colleagues, family or friends. With Carousel Slideshow Builder, you can create eye-popping slide shows easily and quickly without having to write a single line of code. All you have to do is drag and drop your
photos, videos, animations, shapes and text to create professional-looking slideshows that are ready in minutes! With Carousel Slideshow Builder, you can make new slide shows with ease and be able to show your work to others as you want. Whether you want to give
presentations at
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 x64 / Windows 8 x64 / Windows 10 x64 Processor: Core i3-4160 / Core i5-4200 / Core i7-4700 / Core i7-4960 Memory: 6 GB RAM Graphics: Radeon HD5850 or AMD equivalent Storage: 1 GB available space Recommended: Processor: Core i7-7700K
Memory: 12
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